
Using Zoom for church services  
 
Zoom works really well for church services for 
congregations of under 100 but it has taken a few 
weeks for us to understand what works well and what 
doesn’t work.  
 
The key benefit is that it can combine something similar 
to live streaming, using a PowerPoint and MP3 files for 
music and everyone muted; with the benefit of getting 
together and chatting informally over a coffee (with name tags!). It works especially well for all 
age services with activities; can be used for communion; and we even offer individual prayer 
using breakout rooms, just as we do in our church building. We also record the service, and have 
it up on the website within an hour or two, for anyone unable to join us. 
 
Zoom gives usually gives very good images and sound. The Pro account should be fine for most 
churches, costing £12 / month plus VAT. The account can be logged into by different people in 
the church – use a church email – but you can only have one concurrent meeting. There are 
excellent training videos. 
 
Security 
There is concern about “Zoom bombing” where someone joins the service with the intention to 
disrupt. Which of course can happen in a building too. It has not happened to us but we are 
aware of the possibility. 
Initially we had a separate password, a waiting room (so we could decide whether or not to 
admit someone) and didn’t publicise the link on public sites. 
Now we are more relaxed. Here are our key rules: 

 We have a different link each week and always have a password; we use the embedded 
type to keep it simple.  

 Be cautious about where to advertise the link; in a public space you may prefer to invite 
people to request the link. 

 We don’t use the waiting room but the host (or appoint a co-host) looks out for anyone 
we don’t recognise; sometimes people just have the name of their smartphone rather 
than their name in which case we ask or message them to see who they are. They or the 
host can rename themselves if allowed in settings. 

 If possible, use the default sharing setting that only allows the host to share their 
screens. 

 The host or co-host should be ready to mute and remove anyone causing trouble. 
 
Before the service 

 Agree on the host, who should not be the service leader. 

 Enable break out rooms and polls in settings if you plan to use them, choose your default 
security settings, and select UK phone numbers. 

 Schedule the service, copy the link and simplify the details to go in the church email or 
social media. Include anything participants need, e.g. for activities or communion. 

 Prepare the PowerPoint (leave more space on the right in case not everyone knows to 
use side by side view). Upload any music and arrange a practice with the key people 
involved. You can use the actual service link even if this is days in advance. 



 
Songs and hymns 

 We have tried people playing the piano and music videos, but it works best to use MP3 
(audio only) files and have everyone muted. But we do use a young trombone player for 
singing happy birthday! 

 We put the words on the PowerPoint and the MP3 files on a play list. The host should 
have the playlist on a Miniplayer view, which means it will be on the top of the 
PowerPoint so the music and be started and stopped, but no one else can see the 
controls. 

 Music quality is best when everyone is muted including the service leader. You may need 
to remind the congregation to stay muted because when they start singing because 
Zoom will tell them they are muted and invite them to unmute! The host should listen 
out for anyone unmuted and mute them. Some of our congregation love to get up and 
dance off camera. 

 
Liturgy and other points for service planning 

 Prayer responses: we find it best to have everyone muted, but ideally have someone in 
the service leader’s household saying the responses with them. However, you might 
want to end the service by asking everyone to unmute, go to “Gallery View” and say the 
Grace together. Time lags means it will be a bit ragged but at least we can be together in 
spirit! 

 Communion: Depending on denominational rules, the congregation can be invited to 
have bread and wine ready to share in the Lord’s supper at home. 

 Screen sharing: it’s best not to be constantly switching back and forth between the 
PowerPoint and other views because there is a delay switching to screen share and it 
takes a while for the computer audio to settle down. We tend to only stop sharing for 
the talk and try to have any all age type activities at the beginning of the service or 
around the talk to avoid switching back and forth. 

 Activities: simple origami, quizzes (try using Polls) and any type of drawing or making 
works well. Ask the congregation to be on speaker view to see the person leading this 
section. Consider having some quiet music after the demonstration while creative work 
is being done, and ask participants to share their masterpieces after the activity if they 
wish. 

 Length: Keep it shorter than a regular service, max one hour. John Truscott (see below) 
says: “Ensure that no part lasts more than about eight minutes (much less for children) 
without a clear change of dynamic. So a 15 minute sermon (no longer for video), should 
break half way through for something different.” And keep it simple – max three points! 

 
Starting the service 

 Open the PowerPoint and Miniplayer then start the service 15-20 minutes before to pray 
with the service leaders and then welcome members of the congregation as they arrive. 

 Explain to newcomers about Gallery / Speaker view and how to mute / unmute 
themselves. Also its helpful to know that when the PowerPoint is being shared, the side 
by side view option ensures that the speaker pic is not blocking the words. 

 Remind readers, prayers, etc. to unmute themselves before and mute themselves 
afterwards. 

 If you want to record, start this just before the service. The beginning and end can be 
trimmed. 



 When the service leader is ready, ask the congregation to turn to speaker view and the 
host to mute everyone (including themselves) and then the service leader they will need 
to unmute. 

 This is normally the time for the host to share screen. Ensure “with computer audio” is 
ticked if music is to be played.  

 The service leader should begin with a formal welcome and introduction for those 
watching the recording. 

 
Finishing the service 

 Invite the congregation to get themselves a coffee and allow everyone to chat. With a 
big congregation, mute all and invite people to unmute to speak or consider using 
breakout rooms.  

 We set up a couple of breakout rooms named after our two chapels. The congregation 
are invited to private message the host on Chat if they would like to be prayed for. This 
person and two prayer team members (who have been briefed) are then assigned to 
each breakout room. 

 
Camera Tips  

These are summarised and adapted with permission from John Truscott’s excellent paper, 
Speaking-to-camera Tips, Training Notes TN123. See https://www.john-
truscott.co.uk/Resources/Training-Notes-index   
 

 Camera position: level with your eyes; far enough away to show head and shoulders, 
further if you have props or want to use your hands. 

 Light: check you are not in shadow, light on both sides of your face, eliminate glare.  

 Background: tidy, perhaps position a pot plant.  Hide any props you plan to use.  

 Intruders: Consider and avoid any visual or aural intruders such as clocks or phones.  

 You: relax, smile, be lively especially for a kids’ presentation.  Mannerisms and being 
distracted by something off screen are more pronounced on camera. Look at the camera 
most of the time especially when making a point. Dress appropriately.   

 Notes and Bible: keep them under the camera, not to the left or right. Prevent them 
brushing against the mic. Consider using on screen notes. If you are reading from a Bible, 
make sure that is clear – lift it up for a moment so the congregation can see.  
 

Example service (all age): http://www.stmarysweaverham.org/all-age-service-7-june/  
 
Enjoy! 

 
Jerry Marshall, 9.6.20 
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